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The Rijksmuseum’s Print Room collection holds more than 14,000 old maps. Many users – historians, archaeologists, art historians, archivists, curators, collectors, map lovers and more – are curious about what these old maps show (‘what was where?’) and how accurately that information is depicted. They are usually looking for quite specific information, for example where a particular house was located, how a road ran previously, or where a particular place-name was situated. The old map is then consulted because of its documentary value and it effectively tells the researcher what the landscape and society looked like in the past, at least insofar as it is accurate and reliable. Depending on this, the old map is seen as proof à charge or à décharge. For this reason scholars frequently question and study the accuracy, reliability and evidential value of old maps. Old maps also often serve as illustrations in books, magazines, exhibitions, websites, presentations and the like. Their illustrative and aesthetic values are paramount, other aspects are usually ignored. Viewers do sometimes get some metadata – in a caption or on a wall text in an exhibition – but otherwise they are presented in a vacuum.

The documentary and illustrative values of an old map are important, but not in themselves sufficient if we want to determine a map’s importance. Other aspects and questions are at least as interesting or relevant: What was the production process? What were the intentions of the clients, cartographers and map publishers? How was the map used in the past, by whom and why? And what values did people attach to it, both in their own time and afterwards? These are questions about the socio-cultural significance and reception of old maps that cannot be easily or directly ‘read’ from a map. Some creativity is consequently needed to answer them. In this article we propose to adopt the ‘paracartographic approach’, which provides tools to better place an old map in its historical context and focus on less obvious aspects and questions in the research of historical cartography.

In what follows we begin by explaining the principles of the paracartographic approach. We then demonstrate how this approach can be put into practice by applying it to a specific map: the *Caerte van Noorthollant*, made by Joost Jansz Bilhamer (c. 1521-1590) in 1575 and republished in 1608 by Herman Allertsz Koster (c. 1573-after 1646), part of the Rijksmuseum’s Print Room collection (fig. 1). This choice was carefully considered: it concerns a well-known, fairly complex and sufficiently studied map. Moreover, Bilhamer’s map is a typical product of the commercial cartography that
flourished in the early modern Low Countries. The physical condition of the document and the state of the contextual sources are far from ideal, which is a typical situation for many old maps. Finally, we hope that this case will inspire improvements in the frequent practice where a map user focuses on one particular old map. By translating the – sometimes rather abstract – formulation of a theory about the ‘paramap’ into practice, we hope to inspire a wide range of map users and encourage specialists to further reflect on methodological and theoretical aspects of research into old maps.

The Thresholds of Map-Reading

How do you ‘read’ an old map? ‘Map-reading’ is a well-established metaphor, but primarily means to orient oneself or find the way with the aid of a map. Map historians make regular use of this metaphor, albeit in different ways. They point to the analogies between reading texts and maps, even to such an extent that we might speak of a ‘linguistic’ or ‘textualist’ turn.

Eileen Reeves, for example, argued that maps in the Renaissance had a textual character because learning and literacy were expected of the ‘map reader’. Advocates of ‘critical cartography’ start from the principle that maps, like texts, are never value-free or neutral. John Brian Harley, for instance, saw a map not as an accurate reflection of reality, but as a collection of symbols that were arranged according to a conventional system. For that reason, maps, again like texts, can be deconstructed in a Derridean way.

In any case, a map is far more than just the representation and distribution of spatial objects (roads, buildings, rivers, trees etc.) on a flat surface, as many dictionaries and manuals would have us believe. They are peppered with compositional tricks and visions about landscapes, people and societies, which guide our ‘reading’.

To put it simply: never blindly trust what a map tells you. Just like a text or an artwork, a map is a social construct that, for example, represents and confirms mechanisms of exclusion or power relations, or even an instrument that in an active way gives shape to specific values and world views imposed by the map producer. As we will see, Bilhamer also imposed certain ideas on the viewers of his map. On the other hand his Caerte van Noorthollant can be read in various ways. The reading of a map differs from person to person and is dependent on the socio-cultural context of the readers, their prior knowledge and previous experiences with maps and comparable material.

The question remains as to how all this can be put into practice when studying a particular old map or set of old maps. Literature on the history of the book provides a concept that can help us to discern guiding elements in maps and interpret them more thoroughly: the ‘paratext’. The concept was introduced in 1987 by the French literary theorist Gérard Genette in his book Seuils (Thresholds). By paratext he meant everything that surrounds the actual text of a book and presents it to the reader in a certain way.

This paratext can be subdivided into ‘peritext’ and ‘epitext’. For Genette, the elements immediately surrounding the text, such as the title page, foreword, footnotes, typography, illustrations, index or acknowledgements are the peritext; anything that is not immediately surrounding the texts, like reviews, correspondence and advertisements, he termed the epitext. All these border elements frame the content of the text in a liminal way: they form a threshold for the reader, an undefined transition zone between the inside and the outside of the book.

The paratext, though, does not necessarily have to be textual or tangible; it can also be of a factual or event-based nature, e.g. the age or origin of the author, or the fact that she/he had won
a prize. In short, the definition and delineation of paratext is anything but clear-cut.

Where the reader needs to step over the thresholds of a book in order to appropriate its contents, the map user has to do likewise with a map. Inspired by Genette, Denis Wood and John Fels proposed the concept of the ‘paramap’, although they did not define it very sharply: they regarded the paramap as a kind of ‘advertisement’ that a map uses to demonstrate its authority. They also introduced the terms ‘perimap’ and ‘epimap’, by analogy with Genette’s peritext and epitext. Wood and Fels grouped titles, legends, scale bars, compass roses, blurs, acknowledgments, frames, decorations, photographs, illustrations, graphics, diagrams and timelines under the term perimap; examples of epimaps are the accompanying articles, advertisements, promotional material, letters etc.

Wood and Fels’s proposal to adopt the paratextual approach in the research of old maps has yet to gain much following. There are many who have not been won over. Matthew Edney, for instance, finds the approach useless because it would treat the map as a self-contained, clear-cut, finished product and would stand in the way of the ‘processual approach’ he advocates, which focuses on the broad mapping process, rather than on individual maps. In our view, however, the paracartographic approach makes it possible to get a glimpse of the mapping process as well. At the same time, it bridges the painstaking work of two groups of specialists, cataloguers and cartobibliographers. The first group frequently relies on the perimap for recording cartographic metadata in library and archive catalogues, e.g. the web catalogue of the Rijksmuseum (fig. 2). Pericartographic information is crucial for the second group in compiling detailed cartobibliographies, in which individual printed maps are distinguished from one another. But the work of the cataloguers as well as that of the cartobibliographers is highly descriptive and specialist in nature. Map users draw factual information from it, but otherwise usually take little notice of it.

It is worth lingering over the paracartographic information on old maps, provided that a step is taken beyond the mere collection and recording of metadata. We will try to make this clear in the following paragraphs on the basis of Bilhamer’s Caerte van Noorthollant, starting by identifying and interpreting the perimap and then going on to discuss some forms of epimap.

**Perimap: The Importance of the Margin**

Joost Jansz Bilhamer or Beeldsnijder made his Caerte van Noorthollant in 1575. As far as we know, no example of the original hand-drawn map or of the first printed edition has survived and – as is true of a great many old maps – the preparatory notes and sketches for them have also disappeared without trace. They may have been lost or destroyed, or still be somewhere waiting to be discovered. In 1608 a new edition followed as a six-sheet wall map by Herman Allertsz Koster, which unmistakably contains a number of post-1575 alterations. We know of several copies of this edition. The one in the Rijksmuseum’s collection measures approximately 94.2 x 70.5 cm and consists of three separate sections: the six sheets are stuck together in pairs.

Bilhamer’s map forms a suitable basis for explaining the first step of the paracartographic approach: shifting the focus from the content of the map to marginal sections regarded as less relevant. In principle, after all, the perimap surrounds the map image which we can define as that ‘part of a map, or map sheet, that is taken up by the mapped area’. But the border between the map image and the perimap cannot always be sharply drawn. There are, though, lots of maps, including Bilhamer’s, demarcated by means of
a frame, which in any event we may consider as being part of the perimap. In this specific case it is a frame with a floral motif. The frame has more than a merely decorative function, because it also contributes to the interpretation of the map: on the left, at the bottom and on the right small cartouches show the wind directions. Map users not familiar with North Holland can orient themselves by means of these inscriptions, so paying attention to this small part of the perimap helps in reading the map. Interestingly, there is no decoration at the top of the map (here the frame of the map is limited to a simple line), nor is there a cartouche with an indication of north. Was the map deliberately cut off there and has a piece of the map and/or perimap disappeared, as some have suggested?24 This is unlikely: just outside the frame of the map at the top, there is still a very thin strip of blank paper, which proves that there were certainly no decorations present.

When studying a printed map it is always a good idea to look for other copies and compare them in order to avoid drawing conclusions on the basis of one document. Comparison with a copy in Allard Pierson, the Special Collections Library of the University of Amsterdam, shows that on this copy an extra title strip was added to the top of the map (fig. 3). In addition, on the left, at the bottom and on the right, there are extra strips of paper around the decorated map frame, on which can be found a ‘thorough description’ of North Holland, a series of etchings by Claes Jansz Visscher, an inset map of ‘de resterende noorderhoek’ (the remaining northern corner), a poem in praise of North Holland by Hadriaan de Jong van Hoorn and a colophon by the publisher Herman Allertsz Koster. The decorative borders contain a laudatory description of the history, economy and culture of North Holland, covering the textile industry, agriculture, trade and the fisheries, and also
emphasizing the important role of the water in this region. Water helped the inhabitants to resist ‘de hovaerdighe plompicheyt der Spaenjaerden’ (the haughty plumpness of the Spanish). In turn, these elaborate decorative borders and title strip are placed within a frame with a motif of precious stones. Although both copies of the map are...
part of the same edition of 1608, the pericartographic elements are only partially comparable. In other words: the perimap of an old map can differ from copy to copy. It can even be argued that one copy is a form of the epimap of the other.

Confusingly, the perimap is not only surrounding the map image: sometimes certain parts of the perimap are placed in the map image and take space away from it. This is the case in the *Caerte van Noorthollant* (fig. 4). As far as Bilhamer was concerned, the margins and the seas in particular were suitable locations for the pericartographic elements: a large compass rose is placed on the left in the North Sea, and on the right in the Zuiderzee is
a beautifully decorated emblem, with below it a large three-part cartouche containing the dedication, the publisher’s name, the title, various explanatory notes, an extensive index, a short legend, a date and the name of the mapmaker with his logo (a hatchet, which is ‘bilhamer’ in Dutch). The man on the left of the cartouche is pictured with some measuring instruments and personifies navigation at sea. Above it we see a range of local products and a female personification of the region. She wears local traditional dress and holds an escutcheon, with the coat of arms of West Friesland in the centre, and around it, clockwise from the top, the coats of arms of the towns of Alkmaar, Enkhuizen, Monnickendam, Purmerend, Medemblik, Edam and Hoorn.26 Interestingly, the mapmaker only depicted the coats of arms of the seven towns of the Northern Quarter, the part of Holland to the north of the River IJ. This is in line with the title of the map, Caerte van Noorthollant, but not with the map image: it also contains a large part of the Southern Quarter, with towns like Haarlem, Amsterdam and Leiden.

Less striking is the image of a pair of compasses to indicate the scale, which is integrated at the bottom of the map image. Part of the Sticht Utrecht was sacrificed for this: that area was of course less important than the main subject, (North) Holland. The two cartouches between and below the points of the pair of compasses contain an explanatory note about the granting of a printer’s privilege by Governor Luis de Zúñiga y Requesens (1528-1576), a reference to a piece of the epimap which we discuss below.

A final element of the perimap was not added until much later: the red oval collector’s mark stamped on the three parts of the map, each at lower centre (fig. 5). The Rijksmuseum’s web catalogue refers to a number in Frits Lugt’s index of owners and collectors’ marks, so we can quite simply establish that this is the mark of the Archief van Oorlog (Archive of War).27 This is why studying the perimap provides insight into a part of the provenance history (see the description of the epimap further on in this article).

Interpretations of the Perimap: Map Producers and their Choices
Maps are not mirrors of reality. Quite the reverse: all the elements of a map are the result of the choices and views of the map producer(s). Unfortunately they have seldom left us an explanation for them, and in some cases they may not even have been aware of them themselves. Examination of the perimap can reveal the motives behind the mapmakers’ and publishers’ choices and views, or clarify the political, cultural, scientific and/or social contexts in which they operated. This is what Matthew Edney terms a ‘mode of mapping’, ‘an integrated assemblage of: a distinct, scale-dependent archive of spatial knowledge; the technologies used to create and represent that knowledge; and the social institutions that require and consume that knowledge’.28 According to Edney, in the history of cartography it certainly does not revolve solely around the study of map objects (contained in the map image) and metadata (itemized in catalogues
and cartobibliographies), but above all around the context in which maps are produced and used. Knowledge, technology and social institutions are of overriding importance in this respect.29

A map user must therefore be aware of the ways in which and reasons why map producers present their maps (and elements of their maps) to us.30 The different perimaps of the copies of the Caerte van Noorthollant in the Rijksmuseum and Allard Pierson, for example, influence our reading of both documents. In the Rijksmuseum copy, the reader’s eyes are more directly drawn to the map image and the objects contained in it, whereas in the Allard Pierson copy there is a greater chance that her/his attention will be drawn to the abundant information in the decorative borders, which therefore function either as an aid or as a threshold. A user who is interested in the landscape patterns of North Holland around 1600 would benefit most from studying the first copy; anyone curious about the production or design of the document would do better to examine the second.

A different production motive and intended use explain the difference in perimap between the two copies. It is likely that Herman Allertsz Koster marketed two versions of the wall map, one without and one with decorative borders and a title strip. The latter edition was of course more expensive, and we can assume that the buyers were willing to pay a lot more for it and may have wanted to show off their wealth and status through their purchase. Both copies are in good condition, which implies that they have been extremely well cared for over time and may hardly have been used. We can rule out any possibility that they were ever hung as wall maps for any length of time – they would have been exposed to light, damp and other possible damage. Sadly there is no surviving documentation about Allertsz Koster’s intentions and about the actual use(s) of the maps, and in this respect we cannot get much further than formulating hypotheses, a situation that applies to many old maps.

Might Allertsz Koster have wanted to be a trendsetter? According to Dirk Blonk, his Caerte van Noorthollant was a ‘trailblazer’ for later wall maps because of the nature of the decorative borders.31 Günter Schilder, however, regarded Jodocus I Hondius (1563-1612) as an important founding father and innovator with regard to the addition of decorative borders on maps.32 Hondius and his brother-in-law Pieter van den Keere (1571-c. 1646) are said to have introduced decorations of this kind into the Amsterdam map-making process in the early seventeenth century. Such statements only stand up to scrutiny when they are placed in a broader context, in this case by way of comparative research into decorative borders around early modern (wall) maps. Thanks to the strong cartobibliographical tradition in the Netherlands, study material is readily available.33 Hence there is a solid basis for conducting more in-depth research, to discover trends and conventions and to test hypotheses.

One standard practice was that mapmakers and publishers usually emphasized that their products were good, accurate and reliable, and that they therefore showed real geographical contours, through all kinds of rhetorical tricks.34 Close reading of the perimap shows that Bilhamer and Allertsz Koster also played this game and actively promoted their Caerte van Noorthollant. In the elaborate title in the cartouche – in the perimap – Bilhamer explains that he showed every town, village, dyke, water feature and canal ‘na syne rechte gheleghe[nhey]t’ – that is to say, where they were supposed to be. The mapmaker praised his product as an accurate and hence reliable map. Whether that is actually correct cannot simply be read from the map image.35 It has recently been stated
that the southwestern part of North Holland is distorted on the map and that the mapmaker may have drawn this region ‘with the naked eye’. Elsewhere we read that the Caerte van Noorthollant was made according to the most modern geometric insights, which led to a map of exceptionally high quality.

An analysis of the planimetric accuracy of the map using MapAnalyst gives a nuanced image (fig. 6). The largest distortions (see the circles with the largest radii) by far can be found in the margins of the map image, e.g. at the top and at the bottom of the map. There are two possible explanations for this. Along the coastline and the
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Fig. 6
Results of the analysis of the planimetric accuracy by using MapAnalyst. More than 150 points have been selected. The larger the radius of the circle, the less accurate is the map in those places.
border area between Holland and Utrecht many places ought to have been depicted further inland. So it would appear that Bilhamer stretched the map image a little there. At the top of the map we see the opposite phenomenon. Here Bilhamer may have presented the map image in a more compact way, because he wanted enough space for the perimap (the cartouche and decorations) – or because the size of the printing sheets dictated this.

Herman Allertsz Koster had apparently found fault with Bilhamer’s map. Even though it is very likely that he reused Bilhamer’s copper plates for his own edition, he made it clear in the title in the decorative borders that the map was ‘in vele plaetsen ghebetert’ (improved in many places) and moreover was extended with a ‘thorough’ description of North Holland and West Friesland. At the start of this detailed description, top left in the decorative borders, he further stated that ‘alles op zijne mate en met groote neersticheyt [was] gheteeckent’ (everything was in its measure and drawn with great diligence). In the decorative border on the right side, he added the little inset map of ‘de resterende noorderhoeck’, for which Bilhamer had provided no space. In Allertsz Koster’s opinion, Bilhamer’s map was thus far from perfect, which justified his improvements to it and at the same time lent his new edition authority.

Map producers were also able to influence the interpretation and perception of maps by way of an index and a legend. Research into indices and legends can provide insight into the ways in which map information was classified, and why that happened. Bilhamer’s map and index (fig. 7), for example, contain three different types of numbers and symbols: big numbers, which indicate the large ‘quartieren’ (districts) of West Friesland, then smaller numbers for the smaller parts
of the country, and finally ‘teÿkens’ (symbols) which indicate a dozen special places (among them a portage, a shipwreck and the obelisks of Amsterdam). A structured index and legend of this kind provide a degree of hierarchy in the map image, in the depicted landscape and society, which is then imposed upon the map reader. It is noticeable that the four important districts and their ‘koggen’ (subdivisions) of West Friesland are literally (in the index) and figuratively (with large numbers) at the top, whereas the map also shows other parts of Holland. Earlier on we pointed out that only the coat of arms of West Friesland was depicted, along with those of the seven towns of the Northern Quarter.

This emphasis on West Friesland and the Northern Quarter is strongly expressed in the decorative borders with the ‘thorough’ but above all laudatory description of the area, and also in the sentence with the accompanying maxim that Allertsz Koster added below the index of place names: ‘here stood the old town of Vronen, destroyed by Count Jan, the seventeenth Count of Holland, on 13 March 1303, somewhat evident from the following half Latin inscription: ecce Cadît Mater frîslae’. In front of the sentence there is a symbol, which can be found in the map to the northwest of Alkmaar, just below ‘Banckeraes’, the present-day Sint Pancras; both toponyms are more recent names for the former village of Vronen. Here, on 27 March 1297, a battle was fought between the West Frisians and the Hollanders, under the command of Jan III van Renesse (c. 1268-1304), the chief counsellor of the thirteenth Count of Holland Jan I (1284-1299). The Hollanders were victorious and this put an end to the West Frisian Wars. West Friesland became part of the County of Holland, the village of Vronen was destroyed and many West Frisians were killed. A mass grave was dug in Vronen and a large wooden cross was placed on it bearing the above-mentioned Latin chronogram. Its precise translation and meaning remain open to discussion: it means either ‘Here fell the mother of Friesland’ or ‘See the mother of Friesland fall’. In spite of the disappearance of Vronen the vague outlines of the old village are nonetheless shown on the map (fig. 8).

Why this focus on the Northern Quarter and on West Frisian history? Unfortunately, the map producers do not give any explanation. The examination and interpretation of the epimap in the following paragraph provide a new hypothesis. But it is also possible that Bilhamer and Allertsz Koster copied the information (and views) from other authors or map producers. Comparative research into the indices, legends, decorations and contents of other maps of North Holland and/or West Friesland should reveal whether the Caerte van Noorthollant was unusual or conventional in this respect.
Epimap: From Map to Context

Focusing on the paramap not only brings us closer to the map producers and their motives, but also makes it possible to study various kinds of map response. Here we enter the realm of the epimap: the external information that is not or is no longer in the immediate vicinity of the map, but is directly related to it. In our search for external documents relating to Bilhamer’s *Caerte van Noorthollant* we encounter an important heuristic problem of map history: the strong decontextualization of the maps. In countless archives and libraries, maps, atlases and globes are held in a separate map collection, away from the archival and spatial contexts to which they once belonged. This also applies to the copies of Bilhamer’s map in the Rijksmuseum’s Print Room and in Allard Pierson.

Examination of the provenance of a map is one of the ways to solve this problem. The documents themselves can provide hints about this particular form of epimap. Earlier in this article, we made reference to the collector’s mark of the Archive of War, which proves that this institution once owned the map. In 1887 part of its collection was moved to the Print Room, where it is now known as the Ottens Atlas. Leendert Aardoom and Jan Frederik Heijbroek made it clear that the core of this historical topographical collection was put together a century earlier by Reinier Ottens (1729-1793).

Bilhamer’s map is in any event referred to in the inventory of the collection drawn up by Ottens in January 1773 (fig. 9): '(Kaart) van Noordholland – in 6 bladen – 1575 – Joost Jansze' ((Map of North Holland – in 6 sheets – 1575 – Joost Jansze). It is the second item in the seventh section of the inventory, which relates to ‘North Holland’s northern part’. The title page of this inventory states that ‘everything has been brought together for more than fifty years with very great difficulty and expense and arranged in order by
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Fig. 9

Mention of the *Caerte van Noorthollant* (second from the top) in an inventory drawn up by Reinier Ottens in January 1773. The Hague, National Archives of the Netherlands, The Archive of the Stadholders’ Secretariat, inv. no. 9.
Reinier Ottens’, this must be Reinier I Ottens (1698-1750), the uncle of Reinier II, from whom he may have acquired the maps. In 1772 Reinier II sold the collection to stadholder Willem V (1748-1806) thanks to the intercession of the director of his military cabinet, Cornelis Jacob van de Graaff (1734-1812). After some wanderings, the collection entered the Archive of War and eventually found its way to the Rijksmuseum. This is all we know about when and how Bilhamer’s map ended up in the collection. For the time being, therefore, there are no clues that allow us to trace the map back further in time, as is the case with so many old maps.

Elements of the epimap are often found thanks to specific parts of the perimap, such as the collector’s mark. The reference to a printer’s patent in the text between the points of the pair of compasses and in the cartouche below it is another example. It tells us that in 1575 Joost Jansz Bilhamer in Antwerp was in receipt of a privilege or patent to print the map, granted by Luis de Zúñiga y Requesens. At the end of 1573, Requesens succeeded the Duke of Alva as governor and commander-in-chief of the army of the Spanish Netherlands. In this capacity he was authorized to grant (or refuse) privileges for printed works, approving the production and protecting it from pirated editions. As Amsterdam was still under Spanish rule in 1575, it made sense for Bilhamer to apply to Requesens for the privilege. Regrettably, we are unable to find the actual patent; it may not have survived. This patent had nothing to do with Allertsz Koster, apart from the fact that – in addition to being sexton of the Nieuwe Kerk in Amsterdam and a ‘zealous’ Counter Remonstrant – he was active in that city as a printer and publisher of maps, prints and books, in which he clearly presented an anti-Spanish view. Allertsz Koster came from Warmenhuizen in West Friesland, a village to the north of Alkmaar and not very far from the previously mentioned village of Vronen, which is also shown on his edition of Bilhamer’s map.

Actions undertaken with the map also ultimately fall under the epimap, but these ephemeral forms of map use and response seldom leave behind clear traces. The first cartouche shows that Allertsz Koster dedicated his edition to the States of North Holland (sic, Holland) and West Friesland. The Westfries Museum in Hoorn has a mounted copy of the Caerte van Noortholland, which may have been gifted to this regional assembly (fig. 10). If that had been the case, then there would have been an act of transfer or gift, but no traces of this have been found to date – research in the archives of the States of Holland and West Friesland may perhaps generate some results. The Westfries Museum’s copy is badly damaged, contains nail holes and has been put into a wooden frame, from which it can be deduced that the wall map may have been hung on a wall, for example in the building of the Statencollege in Hoorn (where the museum is now located), but as yet there is no further information. And here, too, this case is illustrative:
map historians often do not know where they should start their search for the epimap and are faced with an immense mountain of (often unexplored) archival material and printed matter. 

**Delayed Epimap**
The epimap is not limited to the contemporary actions and reactions with physical copies of a map. Just as Genette placed the different kinds of paratext in time and made a distinction between ‘prior paratexts’ (texts that are distributed earlier than the original text, like announcements, for example),
‘original paratexts’ (paratexts which are created at the same time as the original text), ‘later paratexts’ (for example, a new foreword for the second edition of the original text) and ‘delayed paratexts’ (paratexts which appear considerably later than the original text), we can also differentiate elements of the paramap in time. All the short or longer texts written about Bilhamer’s map over the course of the centuries can in principle be regarded as ‘delayed epimap’. New epimaps can always be added – the present article is a concrete example of this. Later reproductions, like the negatives made of the Allard Pierson copy in the late twentieth century, are also a form of delayed epimap (fig. 11). Another recent example are the explanations added by Dirk Blonk to the facsimile edition of the map in 2002, which refer to other delayed epimaps. Blonk, for instance, made reference to secondary, twentieth-century literature which included statements about the quality of Bilhamer’s work.
An early example of a delayed epimap is the enlarged publication in book form of the decorative borders, printed in Amsterdam in 1620. In 1831 the text and prints of the decorative borders were also included as an appendix to a ‘historical report’ by Jacobus Koning (1770-1832) about Joost Jansz Bilhamer and ‘the things he made’ (fig. 12). In 1778, Bilhamer’s map had been engraved again by Jan van Jagen (1709-1800) (fig. 13). It is worth noting that Van Jagen marketed his copy as a ‘renewed map’, which however followed Bilhamer’s map ‘with all accuracy’. Nevertheless it is also patently obvious that Van Jagen was self-promoting. The new edition of the map was published in response to a booklet about the map by Joannes Le Francq van Berkhey (1729-1812) (fig. 14), in which, among other things, the author stated that Bilhamer was
sympathetic towards the Spanish. In order to boost sales of the study, an article was published in the Amsterdamsche Courant of 11 March 1777 (fig. 15) announcing the reissue of ‘eene zeer oude en ongemeen raare kaart’ (a very old and unusually rare map). This time no reference was made to innovation and accuracy, only to age and rarity.

By way of Le Francq van Berkhey and Koning we come across even more texts in our search that mention Bilhamer’s map. These gentlemen, for example, referred to passages about the map and the mapmaker in the work of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century historians like Johannes Isacius Pontanus (1571-1639), Hendrick Jacobsz Soeteboom (c. 1614-after 1678) and Jan Wagenaar (1709-1773). It is not our intention here to further discuss and summarize this expanding chain of actions and reactions. Above all it is essential to note that there are potentially many forms of response to be found about every old map, but not every form of response is always relevant to be included in research.

A second, more important conclusion is that the epimap greatly influences our interpretation of an old map. A map is not just a map; the entire discourse around it also plays an important role and often makes itself felt. The aforementioned advertisement in the Amsterdamsche Courant, for instance, makes us realize that we have an unusual document here, even though we may not find the map that attractive or accurate. Le Francq van Berkhey stated that Bilhamer had apparently sympathized with the Spanish at the beginning of the Eighty Years’ War, which would imply that we are dealing with a spy, turncoat or traitor here. As far as we have been able to ascertain, this infor-
In his description of the city of Amsterdam (fig. 16) this historian stated that the Duke of Alva wanted to bring the Northern Quarter back ‘to obedience and subservience again’ and hence in 1571 he directed Bilhamer ‘to map the entire region of that quarter with Waterland for him’. And Pontanus added: ‘t welck oock Joost ghedaen heeft’ (which Joost duly did). Pontanus wrote this forty years after the events and did not add any source references. We do not know whether he was right, because as yet no confirmation has been found in contemporary sources.

The delayed epimap may continue to spread and keep influencing new map users. Pontanus’s story about Alva’s commission and the discourse that the ‘Dutchman’ Bilhamer worked for the ‘Spaniards’ continues to be repeated. In a very recent book Bilhamer is called ‘a cartographer in the service of the Spanish’ whose map was made ‘for a military purpose’. Even though Bilhamer’s original map has not survived and this interpretation of it is not supported by any contemporary document, this epimap proves to be very persistent. Perhaps even so persistent that map readers become ‘blinded’ by it and it hinders other readings. However, anyone who takes the trouble to closely examine the perimap and epimap of Allertsz Koster’s edition of 1608 may discover other interpretations. Above all, we were struck by the emphasis on the Northern Quarter and West Friesland: see the map titles, the coats of arms, the index and legend and the reference to the battle in Vronen. Add to that the fact that Allertsz Koster came from Warmenhuizen, not that far from the former Vronen. Did he want to emphasize the position and identity of the Northern Quarter and West Friesland in relation to the southern parts of Holland with his edition in 1608? In that case, his map should perhaps be seen as a means of promotion or status symbol rather than as a military map. Further research into the epimap, for example its distribution or its use as a wall map in the assembly room of the Statencollege in Hoorn, may confirm or refute this hypothesis.

**Conclusion**

We hope to have shown that the para-cartographic approach can be a useful addition to more traditional research, in which old maps are mainly used for their documentary or illustrative values and in which their reliability is often regarded as the most important methodological issue. In this article we have shifted the focus to marginal, sometimes seemingly trivial elements in and around the map: the perimap and the epimap. Anyone only seeking...
spatial information may experience this paramap as an annoying or even unnecessary barrier. On the other hand, those who take the time to pause on this threshold can find the route to contextual information which raises questions about the production process and the map producers’ intentions, about the framing and composition of the map’s contents, about the underlying views of the world, mankind and society, or about the responses to the map over the course of time. In the absence of efficient search tools and comparative research, however, these questions are not always easy to answer. Nevertheless, they do help to place the map in a broader social and cultural context.

One crucial insight of the paracartographic approach is the rejection of the illusion that a map is no more than an isolated, objective representation of reality, stripped of all context accumulated during its production, consumption and distribution. Focusing on the paramap shows that a map is ‘only’ a part of the broader mapping process that is constantly moving and never completed. Bilhamer’s map, too, continues to fascinate new readers and encourages the production of new (‘delayed’) epimaps. This article and our new hypothesis are additions to this process, as are our correspondence with the editors of the *Rijksmuseum Bulletin*, the reviewers’ assessment and our readers’ reactions.

Perimaps and epimaps have a very strong influence on the interpretations of old maps, although sometimes this influence manifests itself quietly, certainly when a much-delayed epimap has been produced. For this reason the paracartographic approach is not only an intellectual exercise, it is also part of a consciousness-raising process: anyone who takes time to study the paramap closely is able to interpret stubborn and persistent epimaps and open her/himself up for new insights. With regard to the 1608 edition of the *Caerte van Noorthollant*, we came up with a new hypothesis about the context of its production and use. Whereas the arguments in favour of labelling Bilhamer’s original map as a military, pro-Spanish map are not strong enough, we actually found a series of clues in the perimap and epimap that lead us to regard Allertsz Koster’s reissue as a means of promotion for the Northern Quarter and West Friesland. This is why we did not find the paramap a threshold, but by contrast an important tool that allowed us to gain new insights into the map and the mapping process.

---

**Abstract**

In what contexts were old maps made and used? What values did map users attach to documents like these, in their own time and afterwards? In this article we apply the ‘paracartographic approach’ to the edition of Joost Jansz Bilhamer’s *Caerte van Noorthollant* from 1608 to answer questions about the socio-cultural context, meaning and reception of old maps. First, we analyze the perimap (elements in the immediate surroundings of the map, e.g. cartouches, titles, legends) and then search for different forms of the epimap (elements outside the immediate surroundings of the map, e.g. reproductions, provenance notes, patents), among other things by studying contextual documentation about the production and consumption of the map. We explain the merits of the interpretation of the perimap and epimap and, thanks to the analysis, come up with a new hypothesis about the production and use of the map: as a means of promoting the Northern Quarter and West Friesland. With this case study we hope to expand and update knowledge of the Rijksmuseum’s cartographic collection and to encourage scholars, curators, collectors and map lovers to look beyond the spatial data old maps provide.
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